In this paper we present an experimental framework to gather data on face-to-face social interactions between individuals, with a high spatial and temporal resolution. We use active Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) devices that assess contacts with one another by exchanging lowpower radio packets. When individuals wear the beacons as a badge, a persistent radio contact between the RFID devices can be used as a proxy for a social interaction between individuals. We present the results of a pilot study and a subsequent preliminary data analysis, that provides an assessment of our method and highlights its versatility and applicability in many areas concerned with human dynamics.
I. INTRODUCTION
Social interaction patterns such as contacts and mixing patterns among individuals have a direct impact on diverse phenomena studied in various research areas. Clear-cut examples are the transmission of infectious diseases by the respiratory or close-contact route, and collective opinion formation. The availability of representative data on such patterns has long been a concern since it used to be notoriously difficult to collect it. The available methods usually rely on surveys and paper-diary methodologies [1] which are often slow, inaccurate, and intrusive. Novel technologies, however, afford new and promising means of collecting this essential data.
Contact patterns data is indeed much needed. Recent studies of e-mail [3] and cellular phone call exchanges [5, 6] , collaboration networks [4] , sexual contact networks [2] , and mobility by air travel [7] , have revealed the presence of complex properties and heterogeneities.
In particular, the number of interaction partners from one individual to the other is subject to large fluctuations that have non-trivial consequences on the dynamical processes taking place on these networks [8, 9, 10] . A detailed characterization of these structures is therefore of utmost importance for the understanding of many phenomena, and crucially depends on the availability of representative empirical data.
While important progress has been achieved in the last decade or so, more is bound to come, for most of these recent characterizations of complex networks focused on static configurations in which the temporal dimension was not considered, mostly because of lack of data. Examples of properties that arise in this temporal dimension are duration, frequency, concurrency, and causality. For instance, if an individual A meets first B then C, an information or a virus can spread from B to A and then to C, but not from C to B. In the image of a static network in contrast, the links allow propagation in both cases. The fact that these static networks are in fact "summaries" of many different interactions that do not occur simultaneously, might conceal important insights. The few cases in which temporal aspects have been considered in more detail, indeed revealed important consequences [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19] .
Several more recent studies have demonstrated the potential of using novel technologies such as Bluetooth and Wifi for collecting data on both the structural and temporal aspects of social interaction patterns [16, 18, 19, 20] . However, their spatial resolution in these is at best of the order of 10 meters, and the temporal resolution of the order of 2-5 minutes.
Moreover, these technologies detect local proximity between devices, which does not imply a priori a social interaction between the individuals carrying these devices. Finally, these studies concern small groups and are not easily reproducible.
In this paper, we present a novel experimental framework based on active RFID devices that overcomes these limitations. We discuss a recently performed pilot study, and a data analysis that highlights the main advantages of this new data collection technique.
Non-technical accounts and supplementary material can be found on the website of the SocioPatterns project [21] .
II. METHODOLOGY, EXPERIMENTS, DATA
A. Active RFID-based experimental framework
The proposed experimental framework aims at measuring the contact patterns of a group of interacting individuals in a spatially bounded setting, such as a set of offices or a conference. The participants are asked to carry small RFID tags [22] , henceforth called beacons.
These beacons continuously broadcast small data packets which are received by a number of stations and relayed through a local network to a server. The stations are installed at fixed locations in the environment. The beacons and stations we used were created by and obtained from the OpenBeacon project [23] .
RFID tags acting as beacons can be used to deploy indoors locative systems [24] that track the location of the tags. Problems related to multiple path, phase fluctuations, etc. tend however to limit the precision of the spatial localization of the tags. Because of this, locative technologies are typically not viable, at low cost, to infer face-to-face contact between individuals wearing RFID tags.
Moving from contact inference to direct contact detection enabled us to bypass these limitations. To this end, we leveraged the OpenBeacon active RFID platform [23] and operate the RFID tags a bi-directional fashion. That is, tags no longer act as simple beacons that passively emit signals to be received and processed by a centralized post-processing setup. They rather exchange messages in a peer-to-peer fashion to sense their neighborhood and assess directly contacts with nearby tags.
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A high spatial resolution of less then 1 − 2 meters is attained by using very low radio power levels for the contact sensing. Furthermore, assuming that the subjects wear the tags on their chest, the body effectively acts as a shield for the sensing signals. This way, contacts are detected only when participants actually face one another. If a sensed contact persists for a few seconds, then given the short range and the face-to-face requirement, it is reasonable to assume that the experiment is able to detect an ongoing social contact (as e.g. a conversation).
After the beacons detect a contact, they broadcast a report message at a higher power level. These reports are received by the stations and relayed to the monitoring infrastructure.
The reports are stored with a time stamp, the id of the relaying station and the id of the tags which participate in the contact event (up to 4 simultaneous contacts are recorded, using the current hardware).
After a suitable tuning of the system parameters, we can easily record individual contacts in a crowded room with just a small number of receiving stations. The raw data series is made with an effective sampling frequency under one second. In many instances of data processing, we applied a coarse graining filter using time windows of 20 seconds (see next section). This value is chosen in order to minimize statistical errors, and corresponds moreover to a typical timescale for social interactions. We finally note that messages between tags and/or stations are encrypted and that the entire data management is completely anonymous.
B. Visualization
The pilot studies we conducted so far were accompanied with publicly displayed, dynamic visualizations of the contacts between individuals. This is achieved by defining a contact network in which the beacons/persons are nodes and the contacts are edges. Two different types of visualizations can be displayed, providing snapshots respectively of the instantaneous state of the network, and of the cumulative state since a given time (e.g. the start of the experiment, or the start of the day in a multi-day experiment). The 'instantaneous' These visualizations were primarily developed to visually follow and inspect the ongoing experiment and as an aid in explaining it, but we also introduced certain affordances. One such feature consists of enabling the participants to tap their beacon by pressing a button. We placed reporting stations in the main areas in which people were expected to be during the sessions and breaks -namely the conference room, the bar (where coffee breaks were taking place) and the cafeteria area (where lunch was served). We also put a station in the lobby which is also suited for discussions (see Figure 2) . experiment, some batteries failed and had to be replaced), some beacons disappeared from the data for few hours. Moreover, beacons were obviously tracked only when within range of the stations. We will see in the next section that, despite these issues corresponding to sampling problems, the data analysis reveals interesting patterns and shows the large potential of our experimental setup.
III. RESULTS OF THE PILOT STUDY A. Contacts characterization
Let us first focus on the analysis of the contacts between individuals. We define as a "contact event" between two beacons A and B the exchange of at least one data packet between the two beacons in a 20s time-window. We then define as the duration of the contact A-B the time during which packets are exchanged between them at least every 20s. The contact is considered as broken whenever more than 20s occur without a packet exchange. The choice of a 20s window is based on the frequency with which packets are sent by beacons, and corresponds to a reasonable time-scale for social interaction (e.g. encounter,
brief conversation, etc.). Given this definition, we can measure both the duration of each contact and the intervals between two contacts. Figure 3(left) shows the distribution of the contact durations obtained using the whole dataset collected during the four conference days. A very broad distribution is observed, close to a power-law with exponent −2.
Qualitatively, this behavior is not unexpected: there are comparatively few long-lasting contacts and a multitude of brief contacts. A similar result has been reported for the duration of contacts between Bluetooth devices [19] , with different exponents depending on the experimental set-up. Our measurements, however, achieve higher spatial and temporal accuracy than previous studies, and reliably select face-to-face interactions at close range, allowing to detect social interactions of a conversational type. These measurements clearly
show that no characteristic time of interaction can be determined but that these interactions can occur on many different timescales.
We checked the robustness of the reported behavior along several lines. First, we verified that the distribution is the same over different periods of time: few hours, a whole day, or the whole conference. We also checked that it is invariant across randomly selected groups of individuals (see Figure 3 Let us now turn to the inter-contact time intervals, for which previous studies [18, 19] have also reported broad distributions. Time intervals between contacts can in fact be defined in three different ways. One can measure the time between any two reported contact events, regardless of the involved beacons, thus yielding a characterization of the global dynamic/social activity of the group under study. We observe a broad distribution close results.
The results presented here are not unexpected, since bursty behaviors and broad distributions of events durations or inter-event intervals have been reported in other studies on human behavior. It is nonetheless striking to observe that our experimental setup based on a new technology aimed at contact detection yields high quality data within a relatively small experiment, in agreement with the expected behavior. We foresee that larger experiments will allow to obtain larger statistics and to investigate more in detail the social and dynamical aspects of contact and mixing patterns, through a detailed characterization of the links (intermittency, persistence, etc.) and of the nodes (role inference, inclusion of background information, etc.).
B. Social networks
The data on social contacts can be used to build aggregated networks of interactions infected beacon is represented as a red disk at the time of its contamination, with lines going from the infecting beacon to the infected one for each contagion event. While this model is overly simplistic and does not aim to reproduce a given realistic epidemic scenario, it offers the possibility of studying simple contagion processes on a realistic dataset, and provides a proof of concept showing how the data gathered through our experimental set-up in proper settings (as e.g. larger social events) can have a crucial value to understand and predict the impact of infectious diseases.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
In this paper, we presented a novel experimental set-up which can be used to gather showing the resolving power of experimental setup, able to discriminate between social interaction and simple physical proximity. We measured the distributions of the duration of social contacts between individuals and of the intervals between contacts, and found broad behaviors. Moreover, we showed how our experimental setup can be used to construct social networks by aggregating the contacts over the required timescale.
Our experimental set-up paves the way for a number of developments and applications.
Clearly, more experimental work is needed to obtain larger statistics on contacts durations or frequencies, and to characterize dynamically evolving social networks. The hardware and software could also be upgraded to contain additional information on the individuals and their interactions.
The presented set-up will also allow to study various dynamical phenomena taking place on dynamically evolving contact networks, as briefly illustrated above. Contagion processes, such as rumour spreading, opinion formation, propagation of respiratory or close-contact
